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Abstract Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) have been ascribed an important role for decreasing
energy use and mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions in urban areas. Through automation,
dematerialisation, persuasion and soft transformation ICT
holds the potential of making urban life more sustainable,
without cutting back in quality of life. To fully utilise the
potential of ICT for sustainable cities there is a need to
reconsider the design and technical specification of
buildings and infrastructure systems, as well as what
actors to involve in the planning and management of the
city. A ubiquitous introduction of ICT for sustainability
may also influence the spatial and institutional
organisation of the city. In spite of this, there is little
research on ICT for sustainable cities from the perspective
of planning and governance. This paper aims to abate
parts of this knowledge gap through exploring two aspects
of planning that we see as crucial for a successful
implementation of ICT for sustainable cities. The first of
these aspects concerns when in the planning process
decisions regarding ICT need to be taken. The second
aspect deals with what actor networks are needed to
implement the ICT solutions and how these can be
managed, or meta-governed. These aspects are explored
through literature studies, workshops and interviews with
urban planners and other actors engaged in the Royal
Seaport project in Stockholm, Sweden.
Index Terms
smart sustainable cities, planning
process, actors

This paper focuses on the first of these stages, through
exploring potentials and pitfalls for urban planning to realise
the potential of ICT for sustainable cities.
While the relation between ICT and urban planning has
been explored to some extent in previous research, most of this
has focused on how ICT can transform and improve the
planning practice per se; e.g. through making it more
transparent and inclusive, supporting communication and
interaction across and within public authorities and citizen
communities, for ballots, and for visualising proposals and
results. See e.g. [3-6].
There are also a number of studies acknowledging the need
for changes in competence and/or the organisation of planning
and governance, as well as studies on how ICT can affect the
spatial organisation of cities and regions. Most of these studies
are however typically delimited to rather general claims, and
lacking in support from empirical studies; Houghton et al. [4]
being a noteworthy exception.
Given the large and increasing interest in ICT for
sustainable cities it is surprising that so little attention has been
given to the prerequisites of urban planning to proactively plan
for and implement ICT solutions.
The aim of this paper is to present the research design and
as well as to report on some preliminary and
early findings.
The ICIT project aims at abating at least parts of the
knowledge gap mentioned. It does so through looking into two
aspects of fundamental importance for urban planning to plan
for and implement ICT solutions supporting environmental and
energy targets:
the timing and sequence of decisions and events in
the planning process that influence the possibility
to implement ICT solutions
the actor networks needed to implement the ICT
solutions and how these can be managed, or metagoverned
In the project, the case of the Stockholm Royal Seaport
(SRS), Sweden is used to concretise and exemplify how ICT

I. Introduction
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have
been ascribed an important role for decreasing energy use and
mitigating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in urban areas [1].
Through automation, de-materialisation, persuasion and soft
transformation, ICT hold the potential of making urban life
more sustainable, [2] without cutting back in quality of life.
To realise this potential however, ICT must be integrated in
all stages of the life-spans of buildings and infrastructure, it
must be both put in place, managed and used in ways that
contribute to the decrease of energy use and GHG emissions.
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solutions are connected to physical planning. The reason for
selecting the SRS is that it is an area presently being planned
and constructed, with ambitious environmental targets and a
high interest in ICT solutions.

various ICT solutions' potential and 3) are there ICT solutions
that affect the physical infrastructure that leads to new demands
on the physical infrastructure? During the workshops, SRS was
used as a case, functioning as a way to concretise the planning
process. Further input was gained from studying different
planning documents; used and produced by the city
administrations. To identify when decisions should be made,
the planning process used by the City of Stockholm was
analysed. An investigation is made of the objectives in the SRS
action plan to identify physical services that can be affected or
substituted by ICT solutions and thereby reduce the energy
usage. Suggestions are made on how ICT or ICT enabled
solutions could bridge the gap of the lack of physical services
to the citizens and at the same time decrease energy use.
Kramers et al. [9] have identified ICT hotspots, with
opportunities to support reductions of energy use. ICT hotspots
means opportunities for reduced energy use for the household
functions with the largest demand for energy defined by Höjer,
Gullberg [10]. These ICT hotspots were mapped with physical
impacts and the operational targets in the action plan (Table 1).
Actor networks concern the actors needed to implement the
ICT solutions, how these cooperate and how they can be
managed, or meta-governed. Since ICT solutions do not
happen by themselves the smart city also needs to include an
interconnected social layer of actors and institutions [7] where
e.g. grid owners, architects, public transport providers, housing
associations, water companies, and energy cooperatives plan
for, implement and manage the ICT in their grids, urban
designs, transport systems, apartments, pipes and solar panels.
For all these objects and actors to come together as one
digital nervous system there is a need for coordination and
translation between technologies, protocols, business models
and actors. A coordinating body is also needed for seeing to
that public ICT investments do not lead to unfair distribution of
benefits and costs, for prioritising between different ICT
investments, and for evaluating the outcome of these as regards
social and ecological sustainability. It is not until looking at the
larger scale available to a coordinating body that emergent
effects can be identified, such as whether investments are
benefiting all parts of the population or not, and if the
investments have made the city not only smarter but also more
sustainable. With this in mind it is clear that ICT put new
issues on the planning agenda (e.g. interconnection of infra
systems) that might demand other competences and other
forms of organisation than is the standard today [5].

II. Planning in Sweden
Compared to most other countries, Swedish municipalities
hold a very strong position with respect to urban planning
through their monopoly on spatial planning.
The planning process is conducted by the City
administration in its role as an authority, steered and enforced
through the various planning instruments provided by the
Swedish Planning and Building Act [7]:
• The comprehensive plan is an advisory guideline for
the long-term development of the geographical area.
• The detailed development plan is a legally binding
agreement that regulates development projects. The
detailed development plan is required for all
developments within or adjacent to urban areas.
• The area regulation is not legally binding and is used
for areas with no detailed development plan where the
municipality wants to secure adherence to the
comprehensive plan.
• A building permit is needed when constructing a new
building or changing the use of a building or its
external features.
The planning process used by the City of Stockholm is a
combination of two processes: the planning process and the
exploitation process. The reason to combine the two processes
is to have one interface towards external organisations such as
developers. In order to understand the possibilities for the City
to engage in ICT investments it is however fruitful to look at
these two processes separately.
In the exploitation process, the City acts as landowner and
issues land permits. As a part of those, they can formulate
demands regarding e.g. environmental performance that must
be fulfilled by developers who want to exploit the area. In SRS
the environmental objectives have been gathered in a document
known as the action-plan [8], which is legally binding through
the land-permit.
The formal regulation of the planning process points out a
number of mandatory events or sub-processes, as well as in
what sequence these need to take place. Even though the
municipalities have a planning monopoly they are still
dependent on other actors (developers etc.) to make the plans
come true. This means that planning can be understood as
being carried out through network governance.

IV. Planning, timing and sequence of events
The environmental objectives in the action plan are
embodied in the requirements for each stage in the planning
process of the SRS district. The targets are focused around
climate, ecological, social and economic sustainability. In this
study the focus is on climate and ecological sustainability with
the main focus on energy use. Certain physical impacts are
already included in the action plan such as “reduced land use
for parking spaces” and “visualisations of energy use in
apartments” whereas others, such as “premises for work and
education integrated in the area” and “location of buildings that

III. Planning with ICT in mind
To proactively plan for and implement ICT solutions there
are at least two aspects that need to be considered: decisions in
the planning process and actor networks.
In a series of workshops, representatives from city planning
departments, telecom industry and academia participated. The
task during the workshop was to identify 1) when in the
planning process are decisions related to ICT made 2) what
decisions need to be taken when and by whom to capture the
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could share energy” are not. Some of the objectives in the
action plan also require that ICT solutions should be used to
achieve the objectives. These requirements are both on the ICT
infrastructure and solutions.
As mentioned in Section II, there are not that many legally
binding documents in the planning process. It seems like the
process of getting to the actual decisions is more important than
the decision point. Therefore, we have investigated the role of
actor networks in order to empower different stakeholders, see
Section V.
However, if decisions are not taken during the planning
process it might result in a less successful implementation, or a
situation of ‘chances lost’ where the opportunity becomes
‘impossible’ (too expensive or technologically complicated) to
implement. The planning process addresses the timing and
sequence of decisions and events that are legally binding,
which influence the possibility to take advantage of ICT
solutions with opportunities to reduce energy use. To maximise
the outcome of potential energy reductions it is necessary to
identify what physical impacts enabled by ICT solutions should
planned for early in the process. The ICT solution that is the
enabler of the physical transformation must also be planned for
so that the service is available when the new city district is in
operation.
In the SRS, the City’s role as property owner has facilitated
the setting of more comprehensive and ambitious
environmental targets than what is possible in the role as an
authority. Through the land permit in the exploitation process it
is possible to set additional requirements on contractors not
stipulated in the Planning and Building Act. Requirements on
the physical environment are primarily set on the development
phase i.e. the design of the built infrastructure and not on the
management of the city district after the development phase.
An example of a requirement after the development phase, in
the operational phase, is the requirement on energy use per
square meters in buildings. By introducing new requirements
on ICT and ICT enabled services that are going to be used
during the entire lifecycle of the new district there are questions
that needs to be solved in the planning phase. For example how
can a long-term business model look like, who should be
responsible for that the service exist over many years and are
upgraded to new requirements? While the city decides upon
rules and regulations for the construction companies to build
they have limited agency over the ICT companies.
There are also issues, which are not directly controlled by
the municipality, such as what household appliances a
household use and thereby how much energy they use, what
means of transportation they chose to use or where do they
chose to work.
The targets in the program for environmental and
sustainable city development in SRS, the action plan [8] has an
impact of the design of the physical environment in the district.
A mapping of the objectives in the action plan for SRS is
connected to physical impacts and ICT solutions and presented
in Table I. How well the implementation of the ICT
opportunities are done in SRS is not yet investigated.

V. Actor networks
A.
Network governance
It has been argued that the way in which Western societies
are being steered today reflects a fragmentation and transfer of
power and responsibility from governments and public bodies
of the representative democracy to private interests, NGOs and
layman [11]. Indeed, that governance is enacted through
networks and not by well delimited organisational bodies has
been recognised at least since the 1970s (see e.g. [12] p. 19).
The concept network governance, or the understanding of
governance as something other than traditional governing,
builds on the recognition that there has been a substantial
enforcement of the networked character of governance. This
shift is proposed to result from a number of mutually
reinforcing processes, i.e. the global financial decline, a
breaking of state autonomy, the rise of neo-liberalism and its
New Strategic Management, but also from the participative
turn in policy and planning [11, 13, 14].
The more networked type of governance involve a number
of potential benefits such as increased legitimacy, the creation
of social capital, citizen empowerment and stakeholder buy-in
(see e.g.[15]), but are also questioned in the way these modes
of governance influence democratic concerns such as
accountability, representation and transparency [15-17]. Within
the concept of network governance there is however room for a
variety of different models of governance, which can be
characterised by e.g. the degree of public control and
formalisation, whether they are elitist or pluralist, open or
closed, and depending on when in the process participation
takes place [14, 17-22].
Nyseth [17] defines network governance as “relatively
stable, horizontal articulations of interdependent but
operationally autonomous actors, who interact through
negotiations which take place within a regulative, normative,
cognitive framework that is self-regulated within limits set by
external agencies and which contributes to the production of
public purpose.” ([17] p. 499).
When it comes to implementing ICT solutions for urban
sustainability, the stability that Nyseth puts forth is however
less evident but is rather one of the key problems that needs to
be resolved.
B.
Coordination through meta-governance
From the perspective of governing sustainable urban
development it has been argued that this needs to be
approached through the lens of meta-governance, in which the
planning authority takes the role as meta-governor of the
governance networks. This recognition is based on a number of
arguments, here presented in an un-weighted order:
• Firstly, the assumption that local governance will
continue to be at least partly subsumed to formal
hierarchies and plans [22, 23].
• Secondly, there is a need for managing complexity and
coordinate activities when aiming for overarching
goals such as sustainable urban development [24].
• Thirdly, the metagovernor can be seen as having an
important role as spokesperson for what could be
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considered as voiceless stakeholders; nature, cultural
heritage or the future generations to come.
• Fourthly, it has been shown that without connections to
formal institutions, it is hard for governance networks
to make a change [17, 25]. The planning authority as
metagovernor provides such a connection.
• Fifthly, urban planners have also been ascribed the role
as “advocates for the sustainable city; (…) [telling]
persuasive stories about how sustainable places can
and should be created” [26].
• Sixthly, from a network theoretical perspective, the
metagovernor could also serve a role as a strategic
network manager for increased network functionality,
e.g. as a mediator of information [27-29]. Metagovernance is typically described as a way of indirect
steering, a ‘regulation of the self-regulation’ [15, 22].
In an overview of planners’ roles, Briasoulis [30]
divides planner types into technician-planners,
politician-planners and hybrid-planners. As the other
two, the hybrid planner category comprises a number
of more specified roles but is characterised by:
“The common belief…that the planner’s technical skills
are needed but must combine with other, especially
communication, skills to meet specific objectives. Essential
integration of the economy-society-environment interactions
cannot be simply a technical exercise but is a politically and
socio-culturally informed task.” ([30] p. 895)
Furthermore, Briassoulis concludes that where in the
continuum between “technical competence and political
activism” the hybrid planner should be, will always be
dependent on the situation at hand and its context ([30] p. 895).
It is not hard to see the planner cum metagovernor as being
more or less an equivalent to the hybrid planner.

easily overlooked groups of society are included in the
governance process.
Network management comprises ‘hands-on support and
facilitation’. While the former two meta-governance techniques
can be said to work proactively to make the governance
network function smoothly, network management techniques
are aimed at dealing with those tensions, conflicts and
inequities that could not be avoided, or that emerge during the
working time of the network.
Network participation is when the metagovernor takes an
active part in the governance network, in this way influencing
discussions and decisions directly. However, since this calls for
the metagovernor putting aside any authoritative or steering
role, it can be discussed if this is to be considered a metagovernance technique or not.
There is clearly numerous ways for the planning authority as
meta-governor to influence a governance network. However, it
has been shown that only framing and participation are being
used to any extent, while there is an untapped potential in the
other two [22]. Social network theory could be used to shed
further light on why also network design and management are
essential when aiming at a well-functioning governance
network, visualised as drawing on Nyseth’s description of “a
skilled planning team that was highly multi-disciplinary, as
well as being autonomous, self-organized and interdependent.
The result was leadership by a highly competent network,
capable of constructing alternative perspectives and visions on
city planning”. [17].
VI. Concluding discussion
This paper is reporting from a very early phase of the ICITproject. It is a first attempt to connect spatial planning
processes with the alleged great opportunities coming from
ICT, in the quest for reaching primarily environmental and
energy targets, and finally sustainable cities.
At this point, we have identified two parts. First, we have
tried to investigate how ICT decisions can be assigned to
specific points in the planning process. At this point, this has
not been very successful. It is interesting to see how difficult it
is to actually connect the two different lifecycles of the built
environment and of ICT solutions. They have different logics,
despite the fact that there should be connections.
Taking into account the overwhelming effect that ICT has
on peoples’ everyday life, it is not a farfetched idea to try to see
how ICT-development also could affect the spatial planning of
these same everyday lives. However, this is very difficult, and
probably there are many reasons for this. One is that the
temporal scales are so different. ICT-development is typically a
lot faster, and it is hard to imagine the lives that will be led in
the buildings now being produced. However, when adding an
environmental and energy perspective to this, exploring ideas
of e.g. how environmental targets could be reached, gets
important to at least think of. Are there possibilities to have
much higher telework than commuting in future as a way to
reach climate targets? In that case – what are the implications
for planning new city districts? Does it mean that new kinds of
spaces and buildings and transport infrastructure are needed?

Sehested [22] distinguishes between four types of metagovernance:
Network framing sets the overarching frame and context for
the network in terms of political goals and visions, financial
incentives and organisational structures. These can be given, as
coming from politicians, or created, as through the building of
“common discourses and narratives in the governance
situation” ([22] p.248). For sustainable urban development the
frame could be e.g. a sustainability program. However,
depending on from which perspective sustainability is
approached, different problems and solutions will be made
visible and given priority. This is partly due to the inherent
discursive power of the different perspectives on the issue at
stake but also dependent on which actor takes side for which
perspective [25, 31]. Besides from the discursive differences,
the actors’ more direct power also differs in terms of resources,
and the potential scope of influence. By a careful network
framing the traditionally discursively weak ecological
sustainability could be empowered.
Network design includes meta-governance techniques
aimed at influencing which stakeholders participate in the
governance network, and how interaction takes place. In this
way the meta-governor can make sure that marginalised or
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When in the planning process could this be included? Similar
questions can be asked for other developments that could be
beneficial or even needed for reaching ambitions
environmental targets. Could the demand for large housing
spaces be counter-acted somehow, and thereby reduce the
amount of space needed for heating and cooling? Maybe spare
rooms can be made redundant if ICT can provide easy access to
space when needed – a bit like car sharing or car clubs, but
instead space sharing. This could also have vast implications
for spatial planning. Examples could continue discussing space
for shopping, infrastructure demand etc.
The complex actor networks involved in planning and city
development as well as in the development of new services
have been discussed above. The discussion adds further to the
complexity of these networks since it includes very uncertain
development processes. Steering towards targets by counting
on changes in daily life is a highly risky project. From a
political perspective it can mean loosing voters and from the
perspective of making bad investments it can be costly.
Meanwhile, at least the discussions are needed, so that better
decision support can be provided when planning for ambitious
energy and environmental targets. It is likely that the results of
these discussions can be much more fruitful, if they are
preceded by a thorough analysis of both current and future
actor networks.
Finally, in this paper we have not yet started to analyse
what the role of the city administration and other public
agencies could be in the future. But one line of thought is that if
planning takes the turn towards counting on an exchange of
physical services (such as heated floor area or transport) for
ICT services, the actual existence of the ICT-services becomes
crucial. A parallel could be to say that if a house is built
somewhere, a road is typically also needed. Public agencies
may not be the best providers of theses services, but a new role
for them could be to see to that the services are implemented,
and to take action if that does not happen.
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TABLE I. ICT or ICT-enabled solution connection to physical impacts of operational targets for Stockholm Royal Seaport [8].
Translation of targets made by authors. Numbers refer to original numbering of targets.
Area/Sector

Operational Targets

Energy

Smart energy grids shall be developed based
on purchase and sale of renewable energy
between the network & individual
properties. (6.2.3)

Energy

Regular measurement & visualisation of
energy use/climate impact. (6.2.5)

Energy

Individual properties shall generate its own
electricity based on renewable energy and
deliver the surplus to the smart grid. (6.2.7)
Regular measuring and visualisation of
generated waste (7.2.9)

Waste
Water/
Sewage
Transport
Transport

Transport
Transport

Transport

Transport

Housing/
Premises
Housing/
Premises

Regular measuring and visualisation of
water use shall be in real estate, homes and
businesses. (8.2.6)
Residents/workers should walk, cycle or use
public transport to school/home/work.
(9.2.1)
Vehicular traffic is restricted and transit
traffic is minimised. Priority
should be given to walk, bicycling, and PT.
(9.2.2)
The no parking spaces will be set at a low
level for residential/work. (9.2.7)
The living/working in the area should be
offered a personalised itinerary
for sustainable travel options and to
minimise their transportation. (9.2.10)
A logistics center shall coordinate the
internal transport of goods
with green vehicles, linked to marine or rail
transportation. (9.2.11)
Advanced ICT with high performance
should provide options for people
living/working in the area to
reduce/optimise travel. (9.2.12)
Housing/premises shall contain usually
friendly system for individual
measurement/visualisation/reading/
control of energy/water/ waste. (10.2.8)
Advanced ICT with high performance
should be installed in buildings to provide
services to residents and businesses in area.
(10.2.9)

Physical impact and
investment needed
Location of buildings, which share (purchase & sale)
energy resources. Distribution of sensors for
measuring the use, selling and purchasing of energy;
Equipment of buildings with local renewable energy
production facilities.
Distribution of sensors for measuring energy use;
Places and technology for visualisation in buildings,
households, enterprises, transport and infrastructure.
Location of buildings; Design of buildings;
Equipment of buildings with local renewable energy
production facilities;.
Distribution of sensors for measuring waste use;
Places and technology for visualisation in buildings,
households, enterprises, transport and infrastructure.
Distribution of sensors for measuring water use;
Places and technology for visualisation in buildings,
households, enterprises, transport and infrastructure.
Pedestrian and bike paths; Public transport stops and
stations; Premises for work and education integrated
in the area.
Streets designed for restriction of vehicular traffic
and minimised transit traffic
Reduced land use for parking spaces.
n/a

Location of a logistics center.

Reduced need for areas used for vehicle
transportation.

ICT or ICT enabled
solution
Smart grid; Smart
meters

Advanced metering
for energy; Different
devices for
visualisation
Micro-grid; Smart
meters
Advanced metering
of waste
Advanced metering
of water
Traveler information
system; Flexible
working place
Navigation system for
car drivers; Fleet
management system
Traveler information
system
Traveler information
system
Service via the
logistics centers and
transport plan; Eshopping
General ICT
infrastructure

Places and technology for metering and visualisation
in buildings for residential or commercial use.

Advanced metering
for energy, water,
waste

Fiber in residential and commercial buildings.

General ICT
infrastructure
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